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PARENT S/ GUARDI ANS OF  YEAR 9  PUPILS  
YEAR  10  OPTI ONS  
COMMENCI NG SEPT EMBER 2018  

 

 

Dear Parent/Guardian 
 

This is a very exciting time as your son/daughter looks to the future and thinks about the 
subjects he/she will take for the next two years.  Since your son/daughter started with us in 
September, he/she has been following a common curriculum.  We are now beginning the 
important period when all Year 9 students must choose the subjects they wish to study in 
Year 10 towards the GCSE examinations which will be taken at the end of Year 11.  The 
important decisions made now will have significant consequences for their future careers 
and working lives, especially in the present economic climate. 
 

This booklet has been prepared to help you in making these decisions.  Last November you 
may have attended a Year 9 Form Tutors' Evening when your son's/daughter's progress was 
discussed.   By Monday 5th March 2018 you will have received a Progress Review detailing 
your son's/daughter's progress during the first half of the school year.  A Parents' Evening will 
be held on Tuesday 6th March 2018 giving you an opportunity to consult your 
son's/daughter's subject teachers and careers staff, Mr Thompson and his year team and 
other senior staff.    
 

During tutor time your child will be carefully guided by my colleagues.  They will need to 
consider all of their Options carefully and reflect upon all the opportunities available to them.  
As they do this, they may need to research their individual strengths and weaknesses as well 
as their personal preferences. 
 

At Prince Henry’s not all subjects are optional.  All students will study English, Maths, Science, 
Personal and Social Education, Citizenship in Year 10 as well as Core PE.  All pupils in Groups 
1 and 2 for French are required to choose a language for GCSE and a letter will be sent home 
with our recommendation for which language they should choose, based on their progress in 
Year 9.  A small number of pupils who are currently in Group 3 for French and may need extra 
support with their English or Maths will have an alternative option offered to them instead of 
a foreign language, so that more time can be spent with them to develop the key skills of 
literacy or numeracy.  This will be limited to a small number and will be determined by their 
aptitude for foreign languages as well as their attainment in Maths and English.   We will be 
sending a separate letter home to the parents of these pupils, containing advice about which 
course to choose that might best support your son or daughter’s specific needs.  They can, of 
course choose to study a language at GCSE if they would like and we encourage parents of 
pupils in Group 3 to have a conversation with their Modern Foreign Language teacher at 
Parents’ Evening to help inform their decision. 
 
All students will have three other choices.  We hope that the choices of students will reflect 
the advice given by the school, their own personal interests and the needs of their future 
career if they already know what they want to do.    
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English Baccalaureate 
 

There is an extra factor to be taken into consideration.  A few years ago the Government 
introduced a new measure called the English Baccalaureate.  This is not an examination, but 
students will be deemed to have achieved the measure if, at the end of Year 11, they achieve 
the numerical equivalent of at least C grades in English, Maths, Combined (or Triple) Science, 
a Foreign Language and History or Geography.  Computer Science can be included as part of 
the Science element. 
 
All students at Prince Henry’s study English, Maths, Sciences and the vast majority are required 
to study a foreign language.  It is not compulsory to study History or Geography, although 
many of our students do.  It is unclear what significance the English Baccalaureate will hold 
over time.  It is already being used by the Government as a headline figure of a school’s 
performance in the “League Tables” and it is quite possible that in due course, it could become 
more important in terms of employer recognition, university entrance, etc.  Students and their 
parents should be aware of this.     
 

Vocational Curriculum 
 

There has been a lot of discussion and media coverage about the quality of vocational 
education in this country.  We believe that it is the right thing for some students to follow a 
curriculum which includes a vocational subject(s) and what we offer is fully approved and 
endorsed by the Government.  We currently offer a Cambridge National qualification in iMedia 
and Health and Social Care; as well as Edexcel’s Certificate in Digital Applications (CiDA).   
 

GCSE Reform 
 

You will no doubt be aware that the Government has reformed GCSE exams.   
 

Your son’s/daughter’s GCSEs will now be assessed mainly by examination, with other types of 
assessment used only where they are needed to test essential skills.  Most courses have seen 
the inclusion of new, more demanding content and courses are designed for two years of 
study with pupils taking all their examinations in one period at the end of the course. 
 
In English Language the main changes have required more perceptive reading skills and 
sophisticated written English.  In English Literature students are now required to read, write 
and think more critically about texts and their contexts; the GCSE assesses students on 
challenging and substantial whole texts and on shorter unseen texts.   
 
In Mathematics the changes have provided greater coverage of areas such as ratio, proportion 
and rates of change; the course now requires all students to master the basics and is more 
challenging for those aiming to achieve top grades. 
 
For the regulatory aspects of the new GCSEs, Ofqual (the exam regulatory body) has 
introduced: 
 
 A new grading scale that uses the numbers 1 to 9 to identify levels of performance, with 

9 being the top grade. 
 A structure where all assessment happens at the end of the course and content is not 

divided into modules. 
 
It is important to note that in two years’ time your child will have GCSE 
qualifications graded with numbers.   
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Option Advice and Guidance 
 
 

In the end there may be some restriction on your son's/daughter's choice.  The size of the 
teaching groups and the number of groups in particular subjects are limited by the staff and 
accommodation available.  If because of these restrictions we are unable to offer a particular 
course, we will allocate places by random selection.  Also a subject can only be timetabled if 
enough choose to take it.  Please understand it may not be possible to give first 
choices in all cases and reserve subjects are therefore important.  Mr Thompson, 
Head of Year or Mrs Baston, Head of SEND, may discuss Option choices with some pupils and 
make recommendations about alternative choices.  Where alternative choices are 
recommended the school will contact parents to discuss these.  Final decisions can only be 
made when next year's Timetable is completed towards the end of the Summer Term. 
 
 

Who can help? 
 

We hope that by the time the process of arranging Year 10 Option Groups is complete your 
son/daughter will have a combination of subjects which they will enjoy and which will enable 
them to achieve success.  If there is a problem, or if you want to know more, please speak to 
teachers at the Parents’ Evening or contact Mr Thompson, Mrs Miles or Mr Pilling, who will be 
very willing to help you.   
 
 

Thank you for the support that you give to your son/daughter through this very important 
time. 
 
 
 
 
Dr A Evans 
Headteacher 
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THE SIXTH FORM 

Dear Student 
 

We are very proud of our Sixth Form at Prince Henry’s and believe we offer an excellent 
experience for all of our students, both academically and with the range of extra-curricular 
activities we offer.   
 

Prince Henry’s Sixth Form and the Post 16 choices open to you will seem a very long way 
away at the moment.  Whilst this is true, the decisions you are about to take will influence 
the options which are open to you later in life.  The more information you can obtain, the 
easier it should be to make the right choices now. 
 

At 16 you will have various choices open to you: carry on your education either at school or 
college or to seek employment with training.  If you decide to continue your education at 
school, the Sixth Form currently offers the opportunity to study a wide range of different 
courses. 
 

Just as you are now deciding which GCSE subjects to take, at 16 you will decide which A 
Levels to take. It is important to think carefully about what options you take at GCSE because 
they could have an important bearing on your future A Level choices or even what careers 
are open to you later.  You can see a list of the subjects we currently offer at A Level by going 
to the Sixth Form Prospectus on the website.  This will give you an indication of the entry 
requirements for 2018 but please do bear in mind that this may have changed by the time 
you are applying to the Sixth Form in 2020.  It will however give you a good idea of current 
A Levels that have specific entry requirements based on performance and choices at GCSE. 
 

Your choices now clearly affect what you can take at A Level, but this is not the end of it.  If 
you have a specific career in mind after leaving school, then you may need to study specific 
subjects to qualify for that career; eg to qualify as an Engineer you will need to have studied 
a combination of Maths and Sciences.  It is particularly important if you are considering highly 
competitive careers, such as medicine or veterinary science, that you get very good grades in 
Science, especially Chemistry.  Many careers can be entered with a wide range of A Levels 
therefore if you have no firm career plans in mind at this stage, it would be best to choose a 
range of GCSEs that are going to give you the most options when you have to start thinking 
about A Levels.  Many of the top universities will expect you to have achieved excellent grades 
at GCSE in a range of subjects including the most traditional ‘academic’ subjects so bear this 
in mind when making your choices. 
 

Try to find out what subjects need to be studied.  Ask your teachers to help, visit the Careers 
area in the Library, ask a member of the Sixth Form team or use the University and College 
Admissions service web site at www.ucas.com.  To find out what GCSEs and A Levels the 
Russell Group of Universities prefer go to www.russellgroup.org/InformedChoices-latest.pdf 
 

I wish you luck in your GCSE subjects and look forward to welcoming you into the Sixth Form 
in 2020.  
 
 

Mrs C Webb 
Head of Sixth Form  

http://www.ucas.com/
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HOW DO I  CHOOSE? 
 

READ all the information in this book. 
 

CHOOSE which GCSE Modern Language you wish to study based upon the school’s 
recommendation.  Every parent will receive a letter with this recommendation. * 
 

CHOOSE THREE other subjects plus TWO reserves. 
 

CHOOSE subjects you are good at. 
 

CHOOSE subjects you enjoy. 
 

CHOOSE subjects which will be useful for the sort of work you have in mind. 
 

DO NOT choose subjects just because your friends choose them. 
 

DO NOT choose subjects merely because they are new. 
 

REMEMBER that if you would like to be eligible to achieve the English Baccalaureate, 
you will need to take either History or Geography. 
 

DISCUSS your choice with your parents, tutors and teachers. 
 

FILL in the Option Form which will be sent home in a letter to your 
parent(s)/guardian(s) and give it to your Form Teacher by FRIDAY                                        
23rd MARCH 2018.  You can keep a copy of your Option Choices in the grid below. 
 
 
 

LANGUAGE 
OPTION* 

        

OPTION 1         

OPTION 2         

OPTION 3         

Reserve 1         

Reserve 2         

*A small number of students in Group 3 French may be offered an alternative course of study 
to support their literacy and/or numeracy instead of a foreign language.  This will be 
communicated to parents of the students concerned in a separate letter home.  
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INDEX OF COURSES 
 
 

English CORE Page   9 
Mathematics CORE Page 10 
Science CORE Page 11 
Citizenship Studies CORE Page 12 
PSHE (Personal and Social Education) CORE Page 13 
Physical Education CORE Page 14 
 
Modern Languages : Guide to Language Options Page 15 
French GCSE OPTION Page 16 
German GCSE OPTION Page 17 
Italian GCSE OPTION Page 18 
Spanish GCSE OPTION Page 19 
 
Fine Art GCSE OPTION Page 20 
Business  GCSE OPTION Page 21 
Certificate in Digital Applications CiDA OPTION Page 22 
Computer Science GCSE OPTION Page 23 
Design Technology with Graphics Specialism GCSE OPTION Page 24 
Design Technology with  

Resistant Materials Specialism GCSE OPTION  Page 25 
Drama GCSE OPTION Page 26 
Food Preparation and Nutrition GCSE OPTION Page 27 
Geography GCSE OPTION Page 28 
Health and Social Care Cambridge National Certificate OPTION Page 29 
History GCSE OPTION Page 30 
iMedia Cambridge National Certificate OPTION Page 31 
Music GCSE OPTION Page 32 
Physical Education GCSE OPTION Page 33 
Religious Studies with Philosophy and Ethics GCSE OPTION Page 34 
Textiles GCSE OPTION Page 35 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE  
ENGLISH LITERATURE  
 
CORE GCSE 
AQA  

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
In 2020, students will be entered for AQA’s Key Stage 4/GCSE examinations.  All 
students will gain two separate GCSE qualifications: one in English Language and one 
in English Literature.   
 
 

CONTENT 
During this integrated course, students will study a diverse range of literary fiction and 
non-fiction texts including Shakespeare, 19th Century novels, modern texts, poetry, 
newspaper articles, biographies and letters.   Students will also take part in a Spoken 
Language assessment.   
 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
A variety of teaching and learning styles will be used.  For written work, students will 
be given opportunities to practise the formal reading and writing skills required in 
examinations.  They will be encouraged to involve themselves in group or paired tasks 
so that the learning process is active.  Where appropriate, students will use computers, 
the Learning Resource Centre and PHHS Live to develop their independent learning 
skills. 
 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
In both GCSE English Language and GCSE English Literature assessment is 100% 
examination at the end of Year 11 only.  
 
 

GCSE English Language 
Paper 1:  Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing (50%).  
Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives (50%) 
 
 

GCSE English Literature 
Paper 1:  Shakespeare and the 19th Century Novel (40%). 
Paper 2:  Modern Texts and Poetry (60%). 
 
 

 

H E A D  O F  D E P A R T M E N T :   M r  D  F i n d l a y  
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MATHEMATICS 
 
  
CORE GCSE 
AQA  

 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Mathematics is studied by all students in Years 10 and 11.  Students will follow the 
New AQA GCSE course with examinations only in June of Year 11.  
 
 

CONTENT 
The Mathematics National Curriculum forms the basis of all GCSE Mathematics 
syllabuses.  Students will reinforce and extend their earlier work in numeracy and 
algebra, shape and space (geometry) and data handling (statistics and probability).  
Students’ ability to apply mathematics to substantial problems is developed by working 
on a variety of extended tasks. 

 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
Students will encounter a variety of learning styles and may expect to experience 
teacher exposition, rote learning, topic work, investigational work, exploratory and 
practical work, class discussion and group work.  Calculators will be used 
throughout the course, a scientific model is needed by all students.  
Students must supply their own calculator and have it with them in every 
lesson.   
 

Students are placed in ability sets.  Sets will be reviewed regularly and students whose 
progress and achievement indicate that a different set would be more appropriate may 
be moved.  It is very important that students are able to accept a degree of 
responsibility for their own learning. 
 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
Students will sit three papers at the end of Year 11.  To allow as many students as 
possible to demonstrate positive achievement there are two tiers of entry.  As students 
progress through the course the most appropriate tier of entry for each student will 
emerge, the final decision being taken late in Year 11. 
 

 
 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Miss T Marcham   
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SCIENCE  
  
 
CORE GCSE 
AQA 

 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The most appropriate course will be chosen for students based on their performance in 
Year 9. 
 

COURSES OFFERED 
Triple Science  leading to 3 GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 
 

Combined Science  leading to 2 GCSEs covering Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 
 
 

CONTENT  
Students will study Biology, Chemistry and Physics as well as “How Science Works.”  
They are expected to come to lessons with an enquiring mind and a willingness to 
work hard.  As well as learning facts students will develop their practical skills and 
problem solving.  They will also study scientific principles and ideas as well as the way 
Science affects society.  
 
 
Triple Science (AQA)  
This will be studied by students in all top sets.  At the end of Year 11 students will be 
awarded with three GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry and Physics in the numerical grade 
range 1 to 9. 
 
 
Combined Science (AQA Trilogy) 
Students will study Biology, Chemistry and Physics and will achieve two GCSEs at the 
end of Year 11 in the numerical grade range 1 to 9. 
 
 
 

ASSESSMENT 
For both courses the assessment is 100% examination.  Students have to complete at 
least sixteen required practicals over the two years and these will be assessed in the 
examinations. 
 

 
 
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs C Fisher   
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CITIZENSHIP STUDIES 
 
 
CORE GCSE 

AQA 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
All students who do not follow Triple Science will follow the AQA GCSE Citizenship 
Studies course in Year 10.  Students will complete the external examinations at the 
end of Year 10. 
 
This course allows students to investigate how citizens can play a full and active part 
in society and how they are empowered to effect change.  Students develop their 
knowledge of how a society operates and functions, as well as understanding how 
values shape a culture. 
 
 

CONTENT 
Students will learn about the following: 
 
 The principles and values of British society 
 The role of the media and free press 
 Key international organisations 
 British law 

 Citizens’ rights and responsibilities 
 Human rights 
 Political power in the UK 
 Students also take part in a Citizenship in Action project. 
 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
Content is delivered in a wide variety of ways including teacher lead activities, 
independent learning, research and group work.  Students will also receive additional 
whole year group lectures with visiting speakers. 
 

 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
Students are assessed through two external examinations in May/June 2019. 
 
 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Miss H Berry  
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PSHE (Personal and Social  
Education) 
 
CORE 
No Exam 

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
This course is taken by all students in Years 10 and 11.  The aim of the course is to 
encourage students to think about aspects of their own lives and to consider the needs 
of those within society. Whilst the course is delivered during 1 hour sessions which 
take place fortnightly, students will also be given the opportunity to discuss social 
issues during tutor periods.  Assemblies which are run by members of the Senior 
Leadership team and which take place on a weekly basis may also encourage students 
to consider issues affecting both themselves and others. 
 

CONTENT 
Key Stage 4 units cover:- 
 

Sex and Relationships Education: In this module, pupils will have the opportunity 
to study and discuss issues relating to relationships and sex, including contraception, 
teen parenthood, the risks people take relating to sex, sexual orientation, the qualities 
of consent in a relationship and exploitation. 
 

Careers Education and Guidance:  The programme of study is a practical 
introduction to work.  Students will consider issues relating to job applications and 
CVs, the interview process and career choices.  They will also think about issues 
relating to both independent living and the labour market. 
 

Drugs Awareness:  In this module, students will consider the health and social 
issues relating to drug taking.  The programme is designed to promote both an 
awareness of the effects of drugs upon themselves and others and an understanding 
of the pressures which may lead to drug taking. 
 

Religious Education:  This programme of study is philosophical and ethical in nature 
and encourages students to reflect on what it means to be human considering 
concepts such as free will; they consider issues surrounding genetic engineering. 
 

Emotional Health and Wellbeing:  In this module, students reflect on the link 
between emotions and behaviour; they consider how we manage our emotions with 
our behaviour, what can happen when we fail to respond to emotions in a healthy 
way, and how we can manage them more effectively.  Links in this unit are made to 
self-harm, mindfulness and therapy. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
As the topics studied in PSHEC are so varied, we use a variety of methods in our 
teaching.   A large proportion of the time is spent discussing the material, whilst active 
learning is achieved though group work and card sort exercises.  Educational DVDs 
and CEOP clips are employed. 
 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Miss S Thomas   
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 
 
CORE 
No Exam 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Students are taught in mixed ability groups.  They will have a structured programme 
in Year 10 and have a part structured and part optional programme in Year 11. 
 

CONTENT 
All students follow a programme which consists of a variety of activities.  The National 
Curriculum requires them to participate in a range of activities and specialise in 
different roles, ie. Coach. 
 

Currently our programme consists of: 
 

Rugby Basketball Tennis Badminton 
Hockey Rounders Netball Trampolining 
Football Cricket Athletics 
 

Other activities over Key Stage 4 will include: 
 

Badminton Rounders Dodgeball 
Orienteering Leadership Module Softball 
Volleyball Pop Lacrosse Table Tennis 
Ultimate Frisbee Tag Rugby 
 

In addition to this, all students will follow a compulsory Health and Fitness unit, in line 
with National Curriculum requirements during Key Stage 4. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
Whichever activities they experience, students will be improving their performance 
and increasing their knowledge and understanding of them through a variety of 
teaching styles and learning environments.  Throughout the course students will be 
encouraged to take responsibility for their own and others’ learning and through this 
develop their confidence and leadership.  Students will be encouraged to play different 
roles within each activity such as coach, official, manager, captain. 
 

ASSESSMENT COURSEWORK    
Key Stage 4 Physical Education is essentially a practically based course; however, each 
student will be expected to be assessed in all practical areas and focus on improving 
their own personal fitness throughout Year 10 and 11. 
 

EXAMINATION  
Students can opt for GCSE Physical Education in addition to the Core Physical 
Education Course. 
 
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mr J Bridgens 
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MODERN LANGUAGES 

 

Contrary to what many people believe, 75% of the world's population speaks no 
English at all.  Our society is a changing one in which instantaneous communication 
happens all the time by means of the Internet.  In business terms, this means that we 
have to compete on a global scale and companies of all sizes are responding to this 
challenge by learning to speak the languages of their customers.  Having a working 
knowledge of at least one other language will become more and more important as 
our society evolves. 

No matter what career, if you have learnt a modern language, you will be at a real 
advantage.  Employees who have a knowledge of other languages are often called 
upon to travel and exchange information with people in other countries throughout 
their careers.  Competition for jobs is fierce and employers are searching for any asset 
that separates us from the rest of the crowd.  A modern foreign language is that asset. 

 

What does learning a language say about me? 

Learning a language at GCSE allows you to develop your communication skills as well 
as your grammatical understanding and your analytical, problem solving skills.  In 
addition, you will learn more about the history and culture of the countries where the 
foreign language is spoken. 
 
Students studying ONE Language only 

Parents will be given specific guidance about which Language Option students should 
choose, this will be based on their attitude and progress during Year 9.  All students 
in Groups 1 and 2 for French must study at least one language and must choose 
between French, German, Italian and Spanish.  A small number of students in Group 
3 French may be offered an alternative course of study to support their literacy and/or 
numeracy instead of a foreign language.  This will be communicated to parents of the 
students concerned in a separate letter home.  
 
Students studying TWO Languages to GCSE 

Students with skills in more than one language will be in increasing demand with 
potential employers. 
 
We would expect most students to choose French as their language option and either 
German, Spanish or Italian in one of the option blocks.  If anybody would like to 
opt for a different combination they must speak to their language teacher. 
 
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: Mrs D Couliou 
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FRENCH  
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 French is the ninth most widely spoken language in the world.   

 France is the world’s fifth largest economy and number three destination for 
foreign investment.   

 France is also the world’s number one tourist destination and attracts more than 
70 million visitors each year.   

 French is both a working language and an official language of the United Nations, 
the European Union, UNESCO, NATO, the International Olympic Committee, the 
International Red Cross and International Courts. 

 

CONTENT 
French is split into three simple sections: 
 

In lessons: 
 Intensive practice in all 4 skills (Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing). 

 Topic based work. 

 Team games. 

 Group activities and discussions. 
 

Homework: 
 Reading, Listening and Writing tasks. 

 Revision. 

 Personal research. 
 

Extra-curricular: 

 Exchange visit to France. 

 French games on the internet. 

 French magazines and books in the library. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
French is taught in different ways such as listening to interviews and watching 
programmes about France, reading articles from the internet or magazines and 
practising extended writing tasks. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
The final examination will be a GCSE qualification.   
 

The following weightings make up the final grade. 
 

LISTENING 25% SPEAKING 25% 
READING 25% WRITING 25% 
 

 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs D Couliou   
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GERMAN  
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 Fact! 90% of businesses said that finding German speakers was their most 

pressing need. 

 Fact! German is central to Western Europe as the language of Germany, Austria 
and most of Switzerland, as well as areas of Northern Italy and Eastern France. 

 Fact! More Europeans (93 million) speak German than French, Italian or even 

English (all 58 million). 
 Fact! German is the second most common European language used on the 

internet (after English). 
 

CONTENT 
 Students will cover a wide variety of topics using videos, games and music. 

 Other topics such as travelling and working abroad are covered for practical use. 

 Opportunities will be given to develop an understanding and appreciation of the 

culture. 
 There will be the possibility to take part in a German Trip/Exchange. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
The language will be taught in lots of different ways, such as listening to interviews, 
reading articles from the internet or magazines and practising extended writing tasks. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
The final examination will be a GCSE qualification.    
 
The following weightings make up the final grade. 
 

LISTENING 25% SPEAKING 25% 
READING 25% WRITING 25% 
 

 

 
 

 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs D Couliou   
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ITALIAN  
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 Italian is one of the most beautiful European languages, not to mention the 

language of modern culture; football, fashion and cars. 

 It is a phonetic language and so therefore relatively easy to learn; even easier if 
you already have some knowledge of French or Spanish. 

 The north of Italy is very wealthy and there are lots of Italian businesses in the 

UK.  As Italian speakers are few and far between, anybody with a knowledge of 
the language will be highly sought after. 

 

CONTENT 
Italian is split into three simple sections. 
 

In lessons: 
 Intensive practice in all 4 skills (Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing). 

 Topic based work. 

 Team games. 

 Group activities and discussions. 
Homework: 

 Reading, Listening and Writing tasks. 

 Personal research. 

 Revision. 

Extra Curricular: 
 Italian games on the internet. 

 Italian teen magazines in the library. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
Italian will be taught in lots of different ways such as listening to interviews, reading 
articles from internet or magazines and practising extended writing tasks. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
The final examination will be a GCSE qualification.   
 
The following weightings make up the final grade. 
 

LISTENING 25% SPEAKING 25% 
READING 25% WRITING 25% 
 
  

 

 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs D Couliou   
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SPANISH   
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

 
 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 Over 400 million people worldwide speak Spanish and it is the fourth most 

commonly spoken language worldwide.  

 Spanish is one of the easiest foreign languages to learn.  Written Spanish is 
almost completely phonetic; look at almost any Spanish word and you can tell 
how it is pronounced. 

 The Spanish passion for living is contagious and once you start to learn about 
their language and culture, you won’t ever want to stop! 

  

CONTENT 
Spanish is split into three simple sections: 
In lessons: 
 Intensive practice in all 4 skills (Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing). 

 Topic-based work. 

 Team games. 

 Group activities and discussions. 

Homework: 
 Reading, Listening and Writing tasks. 

 Team games. 

 Personal research. 

Extra-Curricular: 
 Exchange visit / trip to Spain. 

 Spanish games on the internet. 

 Spanish teen magazines in the library. 
  

LEARNING STYLES 
The language will be taught in lots of different ways, such as listening to interviews, 
reading articles from the internet or magazines and practising extended writing tasks. 
  

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
The final examination will be a GCSE qualification.   
 
The following weightings make up the final grade. 
 

LISTENING 25% SPEAKING 25% 
READING 25% WRITING 25% 
 
 
 

TEACHER IN CHARGE:  Mrs M Sherman   
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FINE ART   
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
EDEXCEL 

Students cannot choose to take both Fine Art and Textiles at GCSE.  However, 
students who successfully complete either GCSE Fine Art and Textiles can choose to 

study Fine Art and/or Textiles at A Level. 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
GCSE Art will appeal to students who are creative, imaginative and interested in 
visually exploring the world around them.  Students develop skills that are readily 
transferable and desirable for other subjects and/or careers.  Students learn to work 
independently, research thoroughly, analyse, evaluate, adapt and modify ideas 
through creative problem solving.  Students interested in a career within the creative 
industries will find this subject highly valuable. 
 

CONTENT 
Students submit one portfolio of coursework and complete an Externally Set 
Assignment.  For each unit students collect visual research, make observational 
studies, analyse the work of artists, develop their own ideas and use of materials 
before producing a final piece of work.  This is a broad based Art course and students 
will be encouraged to explore a variety of materials and techniques.  Students may 
choose to work in 2D or 3D and their portfolio may contain elements of fine art, 
sculpture, 2D and/or 3D design work, photography and textiles. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
In Year 10 students are introduced to different project starting points.  They are taught 
how to use a variety of materials and are taken through the processes required to 
develop an effective project.  As the year progresses students are given more freedom 
and responsibility for carrying out their own research and investigations and 
controlling the direction of their work. 
 

In Year 11 students are encouraged to work more independently and greater 
importance is placed on personal judgement and experiences.  In the Externally Set 
Assignment students demonstrate their knowledge of the assessment criteria and their 
understanding of how to construct a project. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
 

COURSEWORK   Students complete a series of coursework projects which form the 
coursework submission.  Students work throughout Year 10 and until February in Year 
11 on coursework projects both in lessons and for homework. 
EXTERNALLY SET ASSIGNMENT   Students work on a project that responds to 
a theme set by Edexcel from February in Year 11.  In the Externally Set Assignment 
students explore a theme and produce a sketchbook of ideas before sitting a practical 
exam just after Easter.  Coursework and exam units are assessed internally and then 
examined by a visiting moderator. 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs J Aitken   
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BUSINESS   
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
EDEXCEL  

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
The specification followed is the Edexcel 1BSO  
 

This course introduces students to the skills, knowledge and understanding needed to 
be enterprising in business.  It considers the practicalities of making a business idea 
happen and looks at how and why some businesses grow.  The skills acquired are 
applicable to a wide range of occupations and professions and the grades available 
are 9 to 1. 
 

Investigation of real life businesses and application of ICT in a business environment 
are central to the course. 
 

CONTENT 
There are TWO themes: 
 

Theme 1 : Investigating Small Business (50% of total marks) 
 Enterprise and entrepreneurship. 

 Spotting a business opportunity. 
 Putting a business idea into practice. 
 Making the business effective. 

 Understanding external influences on business. 
 

Theme 2 : Building a Business (50% of total marks) 

 Growing the business. 

 Making marketing decisions. 
 Making operational decisions. 
 Making financial decisions. 
 Making Human Resource decisions. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
The delivery of the course will involve a variety of approaches.  Current business 
practice will be investigated through visits and case studies. There is an opportunity 
to attend a specific revision conference in the spring of the second year.  One unit of 
the course requires independent research into how a real business works.  Students 
will gather information for themselves, using their own ideas and initiative. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
There are two external examinations in the Summer term of Year 11.  Assessment is 
by means of calculations, multiple-choice, short answer and extended writing 
questions.  Some questions will relate to business contexts given in each paper. 
 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs J Parnham   
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CERTIFICATE IN DIGITAL  
APPLICATIONS  
 

CiDA OPTION 
EDEXCEL 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Students who choose to follow the Option ICT will study the Edexcel Certificate in 
Digital Applications (CiDA).  This course is equivalent to GCSE and graded A* to C at 
Level 2 or D to G at Level 1.  There are many benefits to choosing to study ICT as an 
option, not least that employers value employees with ICT skills.  Students also 
develop their ability to work autonomously and effectively which will inevitably support 
their learning in other subjects.  This is a relevant and exciting course which covers a 
wide range of ICT applications and some of the more technical aspects of Computing 
in a practical manner.  Due to the vocational nature of the course students achieve 
the practical skills that they need when they leave school and progress into 
employment or higher education. 
 

CONTENT 
Students will have the opportunity to develop their skills, knowledge and 
understanding in specialist areas of ICT and Computer Science.  The units covered 
during the course are as follows: 
 

• Developing Web Products 
In this 2½ hour exam students will design, create, test and evaluate a website based 
on an exam board scenario.  Prior to the exam they will learn how to design a website 
which is suitable for audience and purpose, use consistency in their site structure, 
create and prepare assets for a website, produce a functional website and improve a 
website using code. 
 

• Game Making 
This unit is assessed through a coursework portfolio completed during Year 10.  
Students will learn all about game making, designing an original game idea and 
producing their own sprites.  They will develop, build and test a game before reviewing 
it against the given scenario.  Their evidence for this unit will be presented as a website 
which will link to each piece of evidence which they have created. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
The emphasis will be on “hands on” computer experience with relevant software and 
digital equipment.  Students are expected to meet strict deadlines and will therefore 
need to be well organised and committed 
 

ASSESSMENT 
Unit 1:  Developing Web Products, is assessed through an online practical 2½ hour 
examination at the end of Year 11.  
Unit 2:  Game Making, is assessed through an online coursework portfolio completed 
during Year 10. 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: Miss H Berry   
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COMPUTER SCIENCE  
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
GCSE Computing has been designed to introduce students to computation and problem solving 
using computers and computer programming.  The course will develop students’ 
understanding of current and emerging technologies including algorithms, programming, 
networking, cyber security and data representation among others.  This course would appeal 
to students who enjoy Mathematics and Physics and is a good introduction to the field of 
Computer Science. 
 
 

CONTENT 
Two units of work are studied on the GCSE Computing course, these are detailed below: 
 
 
 

Paper 1: Computational thinking and problem solving  
A 1½ hour practical exam which will test students’ understanding of programming, 
computer architecture and data representation:   
• The fundamentals of computer systems. 
• Data representation. 
• Programming theory. 
• Algorithm design and tracing. 
 
 

 

Paper 2: Written assessment 
A 1½ hour written paper covering more theoretical components of the course: 
• Data representation. 
• Computer systems. 
• Computer networks. 
• Cyber security. 
• Ethical, legal and environmental concerns. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

LEARNING STYLES 
Students will have a variety of theory and practical programming lessons.  Lessons are 
delivered in a variety of formats including a large amount of student led learning.  Successful 
candidates are those who are well disciplined and eager to find out more for themselves. 
 
 
 
 

 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
Paper 1 1½ hour written examination taken at the end of Year 11    

50% of overall grade 
Paper 2 1½ hour written examination taken at the end of Year 11    

50% of overall grade 
 
 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: Miss H Berry   
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DESIGN TECHNOLOGY  WITH 
GRAPHICS SPECIALISM 
 
GCSE OPTION 
EDEXCEL 

 

Please note, students cannot choose to take both Design and Technology Graphics 
and the Resistant Materials specialism together.   

 
GENERAL INFORMATION   
GCSE Design and Technology (with Graphics specialism) will appeal to any student who has 
an interest in packaging design, architecture, product design, interior and landscape design, 
comics and graphics novels, car design; the list goes on.  Students with a flair for drawing 
and design will find this course interesting and challenging.  We work using both computers 
and traditional drawing methods to teach students how to design and manufacture their own 
modern products.  This is a GCSE where students use their own ideas so creativity and 
enthusiasm are the most important skills they will need.  This is a course about design and 
designing, learning how products are made in the real world and producing amazing work.  
We will learn how new technology and innovations get from the drawing board to the 
consumer and how they can be recycled responsibly. 

 

CONTENT 
Students will learn how to design and make products with creativity and originality using a 
range of graphic and modelling materials.  Students produce a portfolio of work showcasing 
both design (using sketchbooks and more formal sheets) and practical skills.  This can be 
anything from computer generated architectural designs to designing the launch of a new 
fragrance or packaging for a new product.  The course will culminate in a design project which 
accounts for 50% of the final subject marks.  The contextual design briefs will be set by the 
Exam Board in June of Year 10 and students will choose one in which they are interested.  This 
will involve designing and making a product using the skills and knowledge gained on the 
course.  A detailed folder will be produced to support the practical work which will include 
information about ideas, the progress and decisions made. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
 It is a ‘hands on’ course and students will develop real skills for the future, using drawing 

skills, computer generated graphics and modelling. 
 It develops problem-solving skills to design and manufacture product prototypes. 
 It promotes investigative and analytical skills to design and manufacture products. 
 Explores the use of CAD/CAM in the modern world. 

 
ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
50% Non-exam assessment (coursework) to be completed in Year 11. 
50% written examination to be taken at the end of Year 11.  Within both components students 
will be required to demonstrate an understanding of the mathematical and scientific principles; 
this is worth 15% of the final mark. 
 

 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs P Kelly   
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Please note, students cannot choose to take both Design and Technology Graphics 
and the Resistant Materials specialism together. 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION  
GCSE Design and Technology (with Resistant Materials specialism) will appeal to any student 
who has an interest in the following:  Architecture, Engineering of all types, Product Design, 
Interior Design, Furniture Design, Construction, Automotive Design, Surveying, Car 
Mechanics, the list goes on.  We work using both computers and traditional methods to teach 
students how to design and manufacture their own modern product.  This is a GCSE using 
their own ideas so creativity and enthusiasm are the most important skills they’ll need.   
 

CONTENT 
The qualification aims to relate authentic real-world awareness of innovative design practices 
and strategies used by the creative, engineering and manufacturing industries.  Students will 
be required to use critical thinking leading towards invention and design innovation, to design 
and make prototypes that solve real and relevant problems, considering their own and others’ 
needs, wants and values.  The course will enable students to work with a range of materials 
that include woods, plastics and metal to create professional and marketable end products.  
The course will culminate in a design project which accounts for 50% of the final subject 
marks and it is therefore very important that students can work independently.  A detailed 
folder and sketchbook will be produced to support the practical work which should include 
information about ideas, the progress and decisions made.  
 

LEARNING STYLES 
 It is a ‘hands on’ course and students will develop real skills for the future, using tools 

and equipment to produce exciting and high quality products. 
 It develops problem-solving skills to design and manufacture working prototypes. 
 It promotes investigative and analytical skills to design and manufacture products. 
 Explores the use of CAD/CAM in the modern world. 

 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION  
50% Non-exam assessment (design and make task) to be completed in Year 11 
50% Written examination to be taken at the end of Year 11 
Within both components, students will be required to demonstrate an understanding of the 
mathematical and scientific principles; this is worth 15% of the final mark. 

 
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs P Kelly  
 

  

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY  WITH 
RESISTANT MATERIALS 
SPECIALISM  
 

GCSE OPTION 
EDEXCEL 
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DRAMA  
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA  

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
This course aims to increase students’ interest and understanding of drama and the 
theatre and to develop their performance and design skills from both an imaginative 
and communicative way.  This course also aims to help build confidence in group 
situations and provides opportunities for students interested in Performing Arts rather 
than just drama.  
 

CONTENT 
During this course, students will have the opportunity to study as a performer or a 
designer, or both.  Devised and scripted work will be covered from an exciting range 
of plays.  Students will also be expected to see live theatre and the work of theatre 
makers whenever possible, including digital and streamed theatre.  For their final 
grade they will be assessed on the following: 
 

Component 1 : Understanding Drama 
 A written examination 1 hour 45 minutes. 
 Open book including (Section A) multiple choice questions, moving on to 

extended specific guided questions on a given extract from A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream by William Shakespeare (Section B) and then work of theatre makers in 
a single live production (Section C). 

 80 marks in total. 
 40% of the GCSE. 
Component 2 : Devising drama (practical – students may contribute as a 
performer or designer) 
 Devising log (60 marks). 
 Devised performance (20 marks). 
 80 marks in total. 

 40% of the GCSE. 
Component 3 : Texts in practice (practical – students may contribute as a 
performer or designer) 
 Performance of Extract 1 (20 marks) and Extract 2 (20 marks). 
 40 marks in total. 

 20% of the GCSE. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
All assessment is linear with the written exam taking place at the end of the course. 
 
60% of the GCSE will be assessed through non-exam assessment. 
40% written examination. 
 
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs M Cook   
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FOOD PREPARATION AND 
NUTRITION 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Food Technology is a practical subject area which requires the application of 
knowledge and understanding when developing ideas, planning, producing products 
and evaluating them. 
 

 

CONTENT 
The syllabus is very broad and detailed but these are a few of the areas students may 
be interested in: 
 
 Food nutrition and health. 

 Food science. 
 Food safety. 
 Food choice. 

 Environmental impact and the sustainability of food. 
 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
Practical work – each week there will be a practical lesson for students to develop 
their skills and learn how to adapt and modify recipes.  Some weeks we will give 
students a recipe and others they can make their own choice. 
 

Other teaching and learning methods will include sensory analysis, analysing existing 
products, practical experiments, industrial applications, DVDs and textbooks. 
 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
50% non-exam assessment/coursework to be completed in Year 11.  This will involve a 
mixture of practical and written work. 
 
50% examination to be taken in Year 11. 
 

 

 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs D Cox 
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GEOGRAPHY   
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Geography is very much a living, breathing subject and one in which students can see its 
applications in the news and their everyday lives.  The GCSE course seeks to build students’ 
investigative skills and make links between physical processes, social and economic changes 
and environmental issues. 
 

CONTENT 
We follow the GCSE specification from AQA.  The subject content is split into three units and 
each unit is split into sections which focus on a particular geographical theme. 
Unit 1 : Living with the physical environment  
 Section A  “The Challenge of Natural Hazards”  :  earthquakes, volcanoes, tropical storms, 

climate change. 
 Section B  “The Physical Landscapes in the UK.”  Plus coastal landscapes and river 

landscapes. 
 Section C  “The Living World”  :  ecosystems.  Plus tropical rainforests and hot deserts. 

Unit 2 : Challenges of the human environment  
 Section A Urban Issues and Challenges :  urbanisation, settlements and sustainable 

cities. 
 Section B The Changing Economic World :  development around the world and changes 

to the UK economy. 
 Section C The Challenge of Resource Management.  Plus food supply. 

Unit 3 : Geographical Applications 
 Section A Students apply their knowledge and skills to a particular issue contained 

within a resource booklet of maps, graphs and diagrams.  This is released 
two months before the exam. 

 Section B Students undertake two fieldwork activities. 

Geographical Skills 
This is not a separate exam but is included in all three of the units.  Students will learn to use 
maps and graphical, numerical, literacy and statistical skills. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
Geography is taught with the aim of developing students’ skills at explaining and analysing 
geographical processes supported by real world examples.  Students take part in fieldwork, 
group work, class presentations, debates, library-based research and computer based 
research.  Geography helps to build literacy skills through extended writing, numeracy skills 
and investigation skills through fieldwork. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
The course is linear meaning that all three examinations are taken at the end of Year 11.  
Paper 1 is 35% of the GCSE, Paper 2 is 35% of the GCSE and Paper 3 is 30% of the GCSE. 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mr D Cains   
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE  
 
 

 

CAMBRIDGE NATIONAL 
CERTIFICATE OPTION 
OCR 

 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Choosing to study a Cambridge National Certificate in Health and Social Care is a great 
decision for lots of reasons.  It is an area of work which gives many varied 
opportunities to make a difference to people’s lives in a positive way.  At the same 
time students are gaining skills that they can transfer to other professions later.  The 
opportunities are endless.  It is an ideal subject if they are thinking of working in the 
caring profession, for example, teaching or nursing. 
 

 

CONTENT 
The syllabus is very broad and detailed.  Over the two year course students will cover 
two compulsory units and two optional units. 
 

Health and Social Care professionals need good communication skills to develop 
positive relationships and share information with people using services.  Students will 
learn how to develop good interpersonal skills.  Health and Social Care workers need 
to have knowledge, understanding and skills related to individual needs.  Students will 
learn all about how people’s needs differ throughout their life and how you can look 
after them effectively.  Students will also learn all about people’s diets and how they 
grow and develop. 
 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
Teaching and learning will involve: 
 Individual work. 

 Group work.  

 Research tasks.  

 Design activities. 

 Observation of client groups. 
 

 
 

 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION   
75% coursework:  three pieces to be completed over the two years of the course. 
25% External examination. 
 

 

 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs D Cox   
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HISTORY  
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
EDEXCEL 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
History GCSE is an extremely popular course.  It is the essential option for anyone 
interested in current affairs, politics, and the past.  Our aim is to make the course 
meaningful, enjoyable and relevant to you.  As well as being a very interesting subject, 
History will give students vital skills that will help them with other subjects as well as 
future careers.  We will teach students to analyse opinions and situations, communicate 
effectively, and help them to understand why the world is as it is today.  History is a 
challenging GCSE and highly respected by colleges, universities and employers.  It is often 
the starting point for careers in journalism, law, business, finance, tourism and a multitude 
more.   
 

CONTENT 
Our course is the new Edexcel GCSE History Course.  The course will cover three units: 
 

Unit 1  :  Thematic study and historic environment.  Medicine in Britain, c1250 
to present and The British Sector of the Western Front, 1914-18: injuries, 
treatments and the trenches.  In this key topic we examine how medicine has changed 
from the Medieval period to the present day in relation to British society.  The unit also 
focuses on Britain during the First World War with an assessment that combines 
knowledge and source analysis. 
 

Unit 2  :  Period study and British depth study.  The reigns of King Richard 1st 
and King John, 1189 – 1216 and Superpower relations and the Cold War 1941-
91  This topic area covers two different time periods.  The first topic focuses on the reigns 
of King Richard 1 and King John and covers the way they governed the people, their 
relationship with other countries and the eventual downfall of King John.  The second 
topic focuses on the Cold War and covers how it originated, key crises such as Berlin, 
Cuba and Czechoslovakia and how it all came to an end. 
 

Unit 3  :  Modern depth study.  Weimar and Nazi Germany 1918 -1939  This topic 
area covers the development of the Weimar Republic from 1918 until 1933 and includes 
key events such as the Munich Putsch.  We will also examine the rise of the Nazi Party in 
Germany and its eventual consolidation of power and the impact of the Nazi dictatorship 
on different groups like women and children.  
 

LEARNING STYLES 
Our aim is to make our teaching as varied and interesting as possible so that the subject 
comes alive.  As well as using group work, projects, games, role plays, videos and software 
programmes, we also believe in making our teaching active.  Discussion and debates are 
essential features of GCSE History and these are encouraged in a wide variety of ways 
throughout the course. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION  
Unit 1:  Thematic study and historic environment.  Exam 1 hour 15 minutes worth 30% 
Unit 2:  Period study and British depth study.  Exam 1 hour 45 minutes worth 40% 
Unit 3:  Modern depth study.  Exam 1 hour 20 minutes worth 30% 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mr J King   
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iMEDIA  
 
CAMBRIDGE NATIONAL 
CERTIFICATE OPTION 
OCR 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Pupils who choose to study Media will follow the OCR Level 1/2 Cambridge National 
Certificate in Creative iMedia. 
 
iMedia has been developed to enable students to study the principles, knowledge and 
skills of the Media industry.  The qualification has broad appeal for any student who 
has an interest in the media industry and would enable students to continue on to 
further study or gain employment. 
 

CONTENT  
Four units of work are studied during Year 10 and Year 11: 
Creating Digital Graphics 
Completed during Year 10.  This unit is assessed through a coursework portfolio, 
students will create a selection of digital graphics aimed at a professional audience. 
Digital Photography 
Completed during Year 10.  Students work independently and in small groups to 
practice photographic techniques using DSLR equipment.  They complete a short 
project into the history of photography and photographic equipment before planning 
and carrying out their own photo shoots.  This unit is assessed through a coursework 
portfolio. 
Pre-Production Skills 
Completed during Year 11.  This unit is assessed through a written examination in 
January of Year 11.  Students will learn the processes which need to take place before 
production can take place. 
Creating a Digital Video Sequence 
Completed during Year 11.  Working independently and in small groups students will 
create a short film to demonstrate their skills. 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
The emphasis is ‘hands on’.  Students are expected to get involved in practical work 
and will be expected to meet strict deadlines. 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION  
Cambridge National Certificate in Creative iMedia 
 

Three units of work are assessed through a coursework portfolio, the Pre-Production 
Skills unit is assessed through a written examination in January of Year 11. 
 
 
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Miss H Berry   
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MUSIC   
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
EDEXCEL 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Music is all around us.  It influences our moods and emotions and stimulates and excites us 
in many ways.  Following the GCSE Music course will develop your understanding of how 
music is created through various areas of study.  These provide focus and detail of specific 
areas of music.  In the course you will learn how to compose and develop skills in performing 
and appraising music.  GCSE Music is an interesting course in its own right or may lead to 
further study at A Level and beyond. 
 

CONTENT 
Component 1  :  Performing.   
Non examined assessment, internally marked and externally moderated.   
30% of the qualification worth 60 marks.   
 Solo and Ensemble performing and approaches to performing. 

 Students perform for at least four minutes combined duration. 
 Solo performance:  this must be at least one minute in duration and may comprise of 

one or more pieces. 
 Ensemble performance:  this must be at least one minute in duration. 
 Each performance will be out of 30 marks. 
Component 2  :  Composing.   
Non examined assessment, internally marked and externally moderated.   
30% of the qualification worth 60 marks.   
 Developing musical ideas, compositional techniques and strategies. 
 Students compose two compositions of at least three minutes combined duration. 
 One composition to a brief and one free composition. 
 Each composition will be out of 30 marks. 
Component 3  :  Appraising.   
Written examination. 40% of the qualification worth 80 marks. 
 Musical elements, contexts and language.  Instrumental music 1700-1820, vocal music, 

music for the stage and screen, fusions. 
 This paper is made up of two sections and is out of a total of 80 marks. 

Section A  :  Areas of study, dictation and unfamiliar pieces. 
Section B  :  Extended question. Comparison between a set work and one unfamiliar 
piece. 

 

LEARNING STYLES 
Students will learn the following skills which are inter-related and will be assessed: 
 Composing. 

 Performing. 
 Listening and Appraising. 
  

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION    
Two non-examined assessments, internally marked and externally moderated.  Each worth 
30% of the qualification and worth 60 marks each.   
One written examination worth 40% of the GCSE and 80 marks. 
 
 

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC:  Mr P Bullas   
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION  
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Students are taught in mixed ability option groups. 
The course involves both theory and practical elements.  Students should have a keen 
interest in sport and be participating in sport regularly.  Students will be taught using 
a range of teaching methods, including interactive and practical lessons. 
 

GCSE CONTENT (AQA) 
The syllabus followed is the AQA Physical Education syllabus.   
Theory content : 60% consisting of two 75 minute examinations at the end of Year 
11.  Practical content:  40% consisting of three practical performances and an analysis 
and evaluation of a performance. 
 
Paper 1 : The Human Body and Movement in Physical Activity and Sport                  
A written examination worth 30% of the GCSE. 
 Applied anatomy and physiology. 
 Movement analysis. 
 Physical training. 
 Use of data. 
  
Paper 2 :  Socio-cultural Influences and Well-being in Physical Activity and 
Sport a written examination worth 30% of the GCSE 
 Sports psychology. 
 Socio-cultural influences. 
 Health, fitness and well-being. 
 Use of data. 

 
 

GCSE ASSESSMENT 
 

ASSESSMENT COURSEWORK   
 Students are assessed as a player/performer in three different activities; team, 

individual and a third from either team or individual (30% of the GCSE).  These 
activities will be chosen from a specific list issued by the Exam board.  Please 
see your PE teacher for a copy of this list.     

 A written/verbal analysis and evaluation of performance (10% of the GCSE). 
 
EXAMINATION 
Two written examinations of 75 minutes at the end of Year 11 worth 60% of the GCSE. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mr J Bridgens  
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES with 
Philosophy and Ethics 
 
GCSE OPTION 
AQA 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 One of the key things employers need today are employees who are creative and intelligent 

thinkers; this GCSE will encourage pupils to think critically, to listen to others’ ideas and 
evaluate them.  The decision making skills developed in Religious Studies are essential life 
tools and can be applied to numerous other subject areas. 

 Discussions will form an important part of our lessons, as pupils learn how to construct well 
supported arguments.  The issues under discussion are very relevant to a modern world, 
e.g. euthanasia, crime and punishment, war and terrorism. 

 The course would be equally beneficial to religious and non-religious students – we always 
have plenty of atheists in our GCSE and A Level groups as well as those with faith.  If you 
enjoy discussing philosophical and moral issues and want to develop your own views as 
well as consider the opinions of others then this subject is for you! 

Philosophy and Ethics – a GCSE for Life! 
 
 

CONTENT 
Paper 1  :  The Study of Religion   
The study of two world religions:  Christianity and Judaism. 
 This will include key beliefs, teachings and practices. 
 Students will have the opportunity to look at how religious people live their lives within the 

religious context and the impact that makes on their lives. 
 

Paper 2  :  Thematic Studies  
The study of four ethical and philosophical topics: 
 Religion and Life (Science and religious views about the origins of the Universe and Life, 

abortion and euthanasia. 
 The Existence of God and the problem of evil. 
 Religion, War and Peace. 
 Religion, Crime and Punishment 

 
 

LEARNING STYLES 
 It promotes independent thought and the ability to construct reasoned arguments. 
 It develops problem-solving skills and encourages team work. 
 It encourages students to consider and value the views held by others. 
 It helps students to formulate their own ideas and beliefs and increases students’ awareness 

of the world and their place in it. 
 It promotes an understanding of modern social issues and looks at ways of dealing with 

them as well as inspiring understanding and promoting self-confidence. 
 
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
Assessment will be through two exams of 1 hour 45 minutes at the end of the course. 
 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT:  Mrs K Short   
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TEXTILES 
 
 
GCSE OPTION 
EDEXCEL 

 

Students cannot choose to take both Fine Art and Textiles at GCSE; 
however, students who successfully complete either GCSE Art and 
Design or Textiles can choose to study Fine Art and/or Textiles at A 
Level. 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
GCSE Textiles will appeal to students who are creative, imaginative and interested in exploring 
the world around them through the use of textile materials and processes.  Students will 
develop skills that are readily transferable and desirable for other subjects and/or careers.  
Students will learn to work independently, research thoroughly, analyse, evaluate, adapt and 
modify ideas through creative problem solving.  Students interested in a career within the 
Fashion and Textiles industries will find this invaluable.  
 

CONTENT 
Students submit one portfolio of coursework and complete an Externally Set Assignment.  For 
each unit students collect visual research, develop studies using a range of textiles processes, 
analyse the work of artists and designers, develop their own ideas and designs and their use 
of materials before producing a final resolution.  In this Textiles focused course, students will 
develop a broad range of fabric manipulation skills and processes both in 2D and 3D.   
 

LEARNING STYLES 
In Year 10 students are introduced to different project starting points.  They are taught how 
to use a variety of materials and textile processes and are taken through the processes 
required to develop an effective project.  As the year progresses students are given more 
freedom and responsibility for carrying out their own research and investigations and 
controlling the direction of their work.   
 

In Year 11 students are encouraged to work more independently and greater importance is 
placed on personal judgement and experiences.  They will use the technical skills they have 
developed in Year 10 to develop designs of increased sophistication and complexity.  In the 
Externally Set Assignment students demonstrate their knowledge of the assessment criteria 
and their understanding of how to construct a project.   
 

ASSESSMENT AND EXAMINATION 
 

COURSEWORK   Students complete a series of coursework projects which form the 
coursework submission.  Students work throughout Year 10 and until February in Year 11 on 
coursework projects both in lessons and for homework. 
EXTERNALLY SET ASSIGNMENT  Students work on a project that responds to a 
theme set by Edexcel from February in Year 11.  Students explore a theme and produce a 
sketchbook of ideas before sitting a practical exam just after Easter.  Coursework and exam 
units are assessed internally and then examined by a visiting moderator. 
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PRINCE HENRY’S HIGH SCHOOL 
EXAMINATION RESULTS 2017 

 
 

GCSE OR EQUIVALENT 
77% of our students gained 5 or more A*to C grades 

72% of students gained 5 or more A*to C grades  
including English and Maths (both at a Grade 4) 

83% of students gained Grade 4+ in English 
77% of students gained Grade 4+ in Maths 

99% of our students gained 5 or more A*to G grades 
36% of our students gained the English Baccalaureate 

19% of students attained 5 or more A* to A grades 
8% of GCSE grades were A* 

24% of GCSE grades were A*/A 
24% of Maths Grades were Grade 7+ (which is the equivalent of A/A*) 

28% of English Grades were Grade 7+ (equivalent of A/A*) 
 
 

Top performer: Equivalent of 11A* 

 
A LEVEL 

The pass rate at A Level was 99.5% 
32% of grades were A* to A 
59% of grades were A* to B 
87% of grades were A* to C 

Average points score per student from their best three subjects 39.4  
which is roughly the equivalent to achieving 3Bs 

Top performer: 4A* 
 

Over 35% of students consistently go to a Russell Group or Times ‘top’ university 

Prince Henry’s High School 
Victoria Avenue 

Evesham 
Worcs 

WR11 4QH 
 

Tel:  01386 765588 
E-mail:  enquiries@princehenrys.worcs.sch.uk 

Web:  www.princehenrys.worcs.sch.uk 


